The Effects of Copy, Cover and Compare with and without Additional Error Drill on Multiplication Fact Fluency and Accuracy
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Abstract

Introduction. The use of copy, cover, and compare has been suggested as an effective classroom intervention procedure. The present case report examined the use of copy cover, and compare with math facts for an elementary student with learning disabilities.

Objectives. The purpose of this research was to increase the correct rate and decrease the error rate for see/write digits in multiplication using copy, cover, and compare. A second objective was to require an additional error correction procedure with copy, cover, and compare and evaluate its effects.

Method. Our participant was a fourth-grade student with learning disabilities who had difficulty in math. After baseline, a copy, cover, and compare procedure was implemented. Finally, additional error drill was added to copy, cover, and compare procedure.

Results. The overall outcomes indicated a significant increase in corrects and a decrease in errors with copy, cover and compare. When copy, cover, and compare was combined with error drill, corrects again improved and errors further declined. Fluency also improved with additional error drill.

Discussion. The evidence from the present case report indicates that copy, cover, and compare is an effective procedure. When additional error correction was employed, the efficacy of the procedure improved even further. The benefits, as well as difficulties, for teachers and students using copy, cover, compare with and without and error drill were discussed.
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Efectos del Método Copiar-Tapar-Comparar con y sin corrección de errores sobre la fluidez y precisión en las tablas de multiplicar de un estudiante de cuarto curso con dificultades de aprendizaje

Resumen

Introducción: La utilización de copiar, tapar y comparar se ha señalado cómo un procedimiento de intervención efectivo en el aula. El presente caso examina la utilización de dicha estrategia en relación con hechos matemáticos de un estudiante con dificultades de aprendizaje.

Objetivos: El propósito de esta investigación fue incrementar la eficacia y disminuir la tasa de error en la visión/escritura de dígitos utilizados en la multiplicación utilizando la estrategia de copiar, tapar y comparar. Un segundo objetivo fue utilizar un procedimiento de corrección de los errores utilizando dicha estrategia y evaluar los efectos.

Método: El participante era un estudiante de cuarto curso con dificultades de aprendizaje que había tenido problemas en el área de matemáticas. Tras el establecimiento de la línea base se implementó el procedimiento de pegar, tapar y comparar. Por último, la corrección del error fue añadida al procedimiento de copiar, tapar y comparar.

Resultados: Los resultados generales indicaron un aumento de las respuestas correctas y una disminución de los errores mediante el uso del copiar, tapar y comparar. Cuando copiar, tapar y comparar se combinó con la corrección del error, las respuestas correctas aumentaron y los errores disminuyeron. La facilidad también aumentó con la corrección de errores.

Discusión: La evidencia encontrada en el presente informe indica que la eficacia del procedimiento de copiar, tapar y pegar. Cuando se utiliza de forma adicional la corrección de errores, la eficacia del procedimiento se incrementa. Por último, se discuten los beneficios, así como las dificultades, para que profesorado y alunado utilicen la estrategia de copiar, tapar y comparar con y sin corrección de errores.
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Introduction

Many children in school today have deficits in mathematics. According to McLeod and Armstrong (1982), teachers report that about 66% of students with learning disabilities receive remedial math instruction. Research has also shown that most children with learning disabilities can make use of counting strategies to solve basic fact problems, but this often requires large amounts of time to be set aside to complete the work (Connor, 1983; Russell & Ginsburg, 1984). This slower pace often puts students at a disadvantage and makes them more likely to be behind in mathematics instruction.

The use of teaching procedures and intervention strategies that increase the students' opportunities to interact or respond in the curriculum material, the more likely the student will be to master the information presented and increase his/her fluency and accuracy (Anderson, 1982; Berliner, 1984, 1987; Darch, Carnine, & Gersten, 1984; Kameenui, 1998; Mourad, 2009; Slavin, 1989). For example, Direct Instruction is an effective teaching strategy that will accomplish this goal. This is because of its emphasis on frequent student-teacher interaction and repeated presentation of academic information (Engelmann & Carnine, 1982; Kameenui, 1998; McLaughlin, Williams, Howard, & Reyes, 1995; Stein, Kinder, Silbert, & Carnine, 2006; Stein, Silbert, & Carnine, 1981 1994). Using these teaching procedures and curricula leads to increased opportunities to respond and increased immediate corrective feedback from the teacher (Kameenui, 1998). Greenwood (1991) concluded that the amount of time that students actually spend engaged or working in academic instruction is the best single predictor of achievement for students with learning problems.

An academic intervention that also provides numerous opportunities for responding and immediate feedback is the cover, copy, and compare procedure (Skinner, Beatty, Turco, & Rasavage, 1989; Skinner, McLaughlin, & Logan, 1997). The efficacy for spelling has been impressive (Haring, Lovitt, Eaton, & Hanson, 1978; Hubbert, Weber, & McLaughlin, 2000; McAuley & McLaughlin, 1992; Murphy, Hern, Williams, & McLaughlin, 1990), and mathematics (Skinner, Bamberg, Smith, & Powell, 1993; Skinner et al., 1989; Stading, Williams, & McLaughlin, 1995). Copy, cover, and compare requires the student look at the fact, write the fact while saying each part aloud or silently, cover the fact, write it again from memory, and finally compare the written fact to see if it was written correctly. If the math fact was incor-
rect, an error correction procedure and error drill is typically implemented (McLaughlin & Skinner, 1996; Skinner et al., 1997).

The Present Study

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the copy, cover, and compare method without and with additional error drill on mathematics skills for see-to-write digits in multiplication. In addition, we wanted to combine copy, cover, and compare with a precision teaching methodology (Lindsley, 1991) as we had done previously (Noland, McLaughlin, & Sweeney, 1994), but this time in math and with a younger student. Finally, we sought to improve the subject's fluency (Binder, 1994; Miller & Heward, 1992) in writing multiplication facts.

Method

Participant

The participant in the study was a 10-year-old female elementary student. The participant was assigned to the regular fourth grade classroom, but received special education services in the areas of math and reading. Based on her scores from the Woodcock Johnson Psycho-educational Battery (Woodcock & Johnson, 1977), she was over 1.0 years below grade level in both reading and math. Also, according to teacher reports, she was having difficulty with her basic facts in multiplication.

The study took place in the participant's resource room located in an elementary school in the Pacific Northwest. During all sessions, the first author, classroom teacher, instructional assistant, and approximately 5-6 other students were present in the room. Data were collected each afternoon. During the 30-minute math session each morning, the student would work on her daily math lesson from her textbook and then spend the last 10 minutes practicing the math facts. Then the student was timed for one minute on the multiplication facts at the end of each math class.
**Instruments**

A sheet of 90 to 100 math problems (probe sheet) was employed. After baseline when cover, copy, and compare was in effect, a cover, copy, and compare sheet (McLaughlin & Skinner, 1995; Stading et al., 1996) was employed. These probe sheets (Lindsley, 1991) were developed by the first author and represented the type of problems that were taught. The category and type of math facts the student had difficulty varied every four lessons (i.e. multiply by 2's, by 3's, by 4's, etc.). These sheets contain four columns. The first column presents the problem and solution. The second column allows the student to copy the problem and solution. The third column provides the space for the student to copy the problem and its product from memory. The last column provides a place so the student can copy the problem and its solution three times if an error occurred. The dependent variable was the number of corrects and errors per minute in see to write multiplication facts from a probe sheet (Lindsley, 1991). The student’s math sheet was scored by the first author. The behavior measured was the number of correct problems or in error written on the math sheet by the participant. Errors were scored if the student's quotients were incorrectly written, illegible, or omitted. Also any problem that was not completed, the answer was also tallied as error. After each math sheet was completed, the student would briefly review any errors with the first author and plan what math materials she needed to complete the next class day.

**Procedure and Data Analysis**

An ABC single case design (Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2008; Kazdin, 1982) was used to evaluate the effects of the two interventions on the rate of see-to-write multiplication facts with our participant. We also carried out a non parametric analysis of variance procedure for both corrects and errors across each condition. Follow up tests between the various phases were also completed. Descriptions of the various experimental manipulations follow.

*Baseline.* Baseline lasted for three class sessions and consisted of a one-minute timed probe sheet that contained 90 of the 100 basic multiplication facts. Problems with zero as a factor were excluded because the student exhibited 100% proficiency on probe sheets which contained only problems with zeroes as the second factor on four of four consecutive trials. The first author recorded the number of corrects and errors made by the student during the one-minute timed probe.
Copy, cover, and compare. Each session, the student was given a copy, cover, and compare sheet, which contained 10 multiplication facts and was allowed to complete the sheet. After completing the copy, cover, and compare sheet (McLaughlin & Skinner, 1995; Stading et al., 1996), the student was given a probe sheet of 90 problems and timed for one minute by the first author. The first author recorded the corrects and errors made by the student during the timing. After each probe sheet was completed, the student would briefly review any errors with the first author and plan what math materials she needed to complete in the next class day. The child also received praise for increased performance and for working hard. This condition was in effect for seven school days.

Copy, cover and compare plus error drill. During this phase, extra error drill was added to the copy, cover, and compare sheets. The student completed the sheets, then worked the timed math sheet, with corrects and errors recorded by the author. After the student completed the probe sheet, the author would review the errors made by the participant. Error drill was then implemented. This consisted of the author correctly modeling the incorrect math facts written by the student. The student repeated the entire fact out loud several times and wrote it down on another sheet of paper. After error drill was completed, the participant would repeat out loud all missed facts written on the paper. This condition was in effect for 10 data days and two weeks of school. It ended with the conclusion of the student teaching practicum required for graduation and an endorsement in special education in the P-12 setting (McLaughlin, Williams, Williams, Peck, Derby, Bjordahl, & Weber, 1998).

Results

Reliability of Measurement

Reliability of measurement was taken for each of the probe sheets. The first author and a teaching assistant in the room graded each of sheets. The grading of each person was compared. If both graded the problem in the same manner it was scored as an agreement, any differences in grading were scored as disagreements. Reliability of measurement was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. Reliability of measurement for both corrects and errors was 100%.
The overall results showed an increase in correct responses and a gradual decrease in errors for the participant. During baseline, the participant's correct rate was 34.0 digits with an average error rate of 56.0. During the copy, cover and compare phase, the number of correct digits ranged from 23 to 90, with a mean of 54.5. The number of errors also decreased during this condition ($M = 35.571$; range 0 to 67). During the copy, cover, and compare plus error drill phase, the number of corrects further increased ($M = 83.4$; range 70 to 90). The number of errors during this condition declined as well. Errors ranged from 0 to 20, with an overall mean of 6.6.

A repeated measures analysis of variance for both corrects and errors was carried out. There was a significant difference by treatments for both corrects ($F = 17.951$, $df = 2$, $p = .01$) and errors ($F = 17.951$, $df = 2$, $p = .01$). Follow up Sheffe F-tests found a significant difference between baseline and copy, cover, and compare plus error drill ($F = 14.611$; $p = .05$), and between copy, cover, and compare with and without error drill ($F = 12.208$; $p = .05$). Follow up Sheffe F-tests were also significant between baseline and copy, cover, and compare plus error drill ($F = 14.611$; $p = .05$), and between copy, cover, and compare with and without error drill ($F = 12.208$; $p = .05$) for errors.

**Discussion**

The results of this study indicate the effectiveness of the copy, cover, and compare self-managed drill and practice procedure. The copy, cover, and compare procedure improved correct rate and decreased errors. These findings replicate the work of Skinner and his colleagues (Skinner et al., 1989, 1994), and our work in math facts (Bolich, Kavon, McLaughlin, Williams, & Urlacher, 1995, Ozaki, Williams, & McLaughlin, 1996; Stading et al., 1995). Copy cover, and compare was made even more effective with it was combined with error drill for see-to-write multiplication facts. These findings support our work with extra error drill in reading (Abrams & McLaughlin, 1995; Gregori & McLaughlin, 1995). The present outcomes add to the growing literature regarding the efficacy of error correction (Kameenui, 1998; Stein et al., 1981, 1997).

As the results revealed, the student's corrects increased enough to meet the standard of 70 to 90 digits per minute for see-to-write math facts, but it required time more to decrease
the errors than to increase the corrects. This may have been due to the fact that each probe was timed; therefore, many errors may have been a result of a lack of fluency rather than a lack of knowledge on the student's part. However, the noticeable decrease in errors after error drill was implemented can be viewed as indicative of an increase in fluency, especially because the number of corrects continued to meet the criterion standard.

Daily data collection and analysis have been cited as a strength of precision teaching (Auerbach, 1985; Binder, 1994; Lindsley, 1991; West, Young, & Spooner, 1990). The child appeared to enjoy the daily routine of precision teaching when it was combined with copy, cover, and compare. An interesting sidelight of present study was the student's perfect attendance throughout the data collection days. The student never missed a day of school. Prior to the systematic data collection and analysis found in precision teaching, the child had been absent a great deal with few days of consecutive school attendance.

It also appeared that consistent assessment and daily drill and practice helped with the child's acquisition of new skills with math facts. This is especially important for students who are performing below grade level in one or more subject areas. Related routines have been suggested a very important way to assist children have academic problems at school (Belfiore & Hutchinson, 1998). These routines can be established via scheduling and increasing the number of minutes devoted to academic instruction (Belfiore & Hutchinson, 1998), setting up classroom structure (Ayllon, Layman, & Burke, 1972), having a classroom token economy in place (McLaughlin & Williams, 1988), or by employing various opportunity to respond procedures such as classwide peer tutoring (Greenwood, Delquadri, & Hall, 1991), copy, cover, and compare (Skinner et al., 1997) or Direct Instruction curricula and teaching procedures (Kameenui, 1998; Stein et al., 1997).

Another intervention which might be introduced either independently or in conjunction with the copy, cover and compare and error drill could be the use of the Direct Instruction flash cards procedure (Brasch, Williams, & McLaughlin, 2008; Silbert et al., 1994; Stein et al., 2006; Stone, McLaughlin, & Weber, 2002). Also, SAFMEDS (McDade, Austin, & Olander, 1985) could be employed with copy, cover, and compare procedures. This would involve a bit more preparation of materials, but most likely would serve to produce similar results or even enhance those already achieved.
There are limitations in the case report. First, since only an ABC single case replication design was employed, other factors (e.g. history, maturation, etc) could have been responsible for the participant's changes in performance. By using an alternating treatments design (Barlow et al., 2008; Kazdin, 1982) or by counterbalancing the introduction and length of treatments (Malone & McLaughlin, 1997), such threats to internal validity could be ruled out. Also, the duration of data collection was brief. However, data collection ceased due to the completion of student teaching by the first author as well as the meeting of the performance standard in math. Additional research could examine the use of the two procedures for greater periods of time and with more students.

Overall, the intervention was viewed as successful by the author and the participant. The copy, cover, and compare sheets and error drill took minimal amounts of time (10 to 15 minutes), which is a small investment on both the teacher's and the student's part. In addition, the student enjoyed being timed during her probe sheets, and took great pride in completing the maximum number of problems in the allotted time.
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